
Massey Ferguson 7250 DI Powerup Tractor Unveiled 

The Massey Ferguson 7250 DI Powerup tractor is a formidable companion for modern 
farming. With a potent engine, advanced hydraulics, and versatile features, it stands at the 
forefront of agricultural innovation, offering farmers a powerful and reliable solution for 
enhanced efficiency in their farming operations. The Massey 7250 50 hp price starts from 
INR 7.70 lakhs and may vary according to the features. 

Engine Power and Dynamics: 

The Massey Ferguson 7250 DI Powerup tractor is an agricultural powerhouse driven by a 
robust and powerful 50 horsepower, 2700 cc, and 3-cylinder engine that combines the 
power, delivering a torque that ensures optimal performance across diverse terrains to tackle 
farming tasks. 

Transmission System and Gear Dynamics: 

The Massey Ferguson 7250 DI Powerup is built for diverse terrains and tasks. The fully 
constant mesh transmission system provides flexibility through multiple gears. The 8 forward 
and 2 reverse gears ensure that the tractor adapts to varying speeds and tasks, enhancing 
its versatility in the field. This, coupled with a dual-clutch system, ensures that the tractor 
maneuvers precisely, maximizing efficiency in every operation. 

Hydraulics System: 

The 7250 DI Powerup tractor offers advanced hydraulics for lifting and lowering implements 
with accuracy. The maximum lifting capacity of the tractor is 1800 kg and ADDC controls 
ensure that every operation is executed with accuracy whether it's ploughing, planting, or 
harvesting. 

PTO Performance: 

The Power Take-Off (PTO) system of the 7250 DI Powerup adds a layer of versatility to its 
capabilities. Operating at various speeds, the reverse PTO system facilitates the seamless 
integration of implements such as seeders, balers, or rotary tillers. The precision in PTO 
operation ensures that the tractor delivers power efficiently to the implements, enhancing the 
overall performance of each attachment. 
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